CHECKOUT LIST

BEFORE LEAVING THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT/U of A CAMPUS:
Please ensure that this form is filled out and returned to the General Office (E3-44) along with the return of your keys.

| Name: ____________________________ | Date: ____________________________ |
| Email: ____________________________ | ID# (7 digits) ____________________ |

Laboratory work area is clean and all unknown chemicals are labeled or properly disposed of to the satisfaction of your Research Director.  
Your supervisor

All borrowed theses from the Chemistry department have been returned to the mailroom.  
Anita Weiler (W4-39A)

Ph.D. Seminar complete.  
Anita Weiler (W4-39A)

All signed out Chemistry keys have been returned.  
Kelly Fowler (E3-44)

Forwarding Address:

Please include phone number and e-mail address if you have one.